Connect

Workshops

A collection of seminars and workshops, Connect informs schools, libraries,
businesses, government and community organisations about cyber safety,
bullying and the impact violence has on children and young people.

Choose from set 60
minute sessions or build
your own workshops by
combining a number of
modules.

All workshops can be
tailored to suit varying
audiences including
children, adults, parents,
teachers, employees and
the wider community.

Are you an eSmart school
or library?
Our workshops support
the progression of eSmart
in your organisation.

Connect workshops are developed by the Foundation’s Knowledge and Innovation
team and expertly delivered by our experienced Facilitators.

Book now at connect.amf.org.au

connect.amf.org.au
1300 592 151
connect@amf.org.au

Connect

TOPICS
The 3 Cs, Primary

The 3 Cs, Secondary

The 3 Cs, Adults

These are general cyber safety
sessions that provide an overview
of key cyber safety topics and
protective factors.

These are general cyber safety
sessions, tailored to early
adolescents.

Focuses on providing participants
with the tools to support children
online at school, at home and in the
community.

#Trending, Adults
An insight into the online world of
young people, including the latest
trends, risks and research, with a
strong focus on social media.

Digital Reputation & Privacy, Digital Reputation & Privacy,
Primary
Secondary
Introduces the concept of digital
citizenship whilst discussing safe
social media use and critical digital
literacy.

Introduces the concept of digital
citizenship whilst discussing safe
social media use and critical digital
literacy.

Going Places Safely, Early
Childhood/Lower Primary

Parenting in the Digital
World, Adults

Risk and Response,
Teachers

Focuses on enjoying the internet
while staying safe using three key
age-appropriate rules.

Includes information on risks
and opportunities afforded by
technology for young people, with
tips on how to stay safe.

Covers risks and incident responses
for current cyber trends including
cyber bullying, sexting, hacking and
trolling.

OUR PRESENTERS

Judi Fallon

Kris Bobetic

A teacher and school principal for 30 years, Judi
has vast knowledge and expertise in presenting
and working with schools, providing professional
development, school leadership, staff, parent and
student workshops.

Kris has a Master of Public Health, and is an
expert about how we approach education for
young people and their families. She understands
the importance of empowering young people
with age-appropriate information to make safe
decisions.

Brad Langoulant

Jeremy Blackman

A former librarian, Brad has experience working
in schools, libraries and community groups,
ranging from primary school presentations to
digital engagement initiatives with seniors. He
has successfully led the eSmart Libraries program
across New South Wales and Queensland.

A recognised expert in cyber safety, Jeremy’s
work focuses on issues surrounding social media
and online behaviour, cyber safety resources and
ensuring youth perspectives are considered in
industry initiatives.

Book now at connect.amf.org.au

